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Abstract—Current multi-beam GEO satellite systems operate
under a limited frequency reuse configuration and considering
uniform power assignment across beams. The latter has been
shown to be inefficient in matching the geographic distribu-
tion of the traffic demand. In this context, next generation
of broadband GEO satellite systems will be equipped with
more flexible and reconfigurable payloads, facilitating on-demand
resource allocation. In this paper, we consider both carrier
and power assignment to match the requested beam demands
while minimizing the total transmit power and the total utilized
bandwidth. A novel optimization problem is formulated and,
given its non-convex structure, we divide the problem into two
tractable sub-problems. First, we estimate the number of adjacent
frequency carriers required for each beam to satisfy its demand
and, subsequently, we optimize the power allocation based on the
previously assigned carriers. We validate the proposed method
with extensive numerical results, which demonstrate its efficiency
with respect to benchmark strategies.

Index Terms—Flexible GEO satellite, Carrier allocation, Power
allocation, Demand matching

I. INTRODUCTION

The application of satellite communications (SatCom) has
recently evolved from providing a simple TV broadcasting to
enabling broadband internet services [1]. It has an important
role of providing connectivity to the maritime and aeronautical
markets as well as to the remote areas with no existing
connectivity to the terrestrial networks [2]. Current GEO
broadband SatCom systems rely on a multibeam foot-print
with limited fractional frequency reuse pattern that helps to
boost the spectral efficiency while keeping the inter-beam
interference under acceptable levels. In these systems, the
bandwidth and power allocation is uniformly allocated across
beams, rendering equal offered capacity per each beam [3].
Recent studies have shown that this uniform allocation is
extremely inefficient, as the demand observed in some beams
greatly exceeds the available capacity, while in others the
situation is the opposite [4]. In response to the heterogeneous
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traffic demand patterns, next generation of SatCom platforms
incorporate highly flexible and automatically reactive pay-
loads, able to reconfigure frequency and power allocation
dynamically at anytime during the satellite mission [5], [6].

Flexible satellite resource allocation strategies for the
supply-demand matching problem has recently attracted at-
tention from the research community. Beam bandwidth assign-
ment based on beam traffic demand has been addressed in [7],
while the power optimization alternative has been considered
in [8], [9]. However, inter-beam interference has not been
considered in these works. Dynamic power allocation was
studied in [10]–[13] considering the conventional frequency
reuse pattern, where inter-beam interference is minimized at
the cost of limited spectral efficiency.

A joint power and frequency allocation is introduced in [14],
[15] with the assumption on orthogonal carrier assignment
within a beam cluster and a binary power allocation. The
benefits of joint power and frequency allocation are explored
in [15], [16] but considering an additional degree of flexibility
over time domain provided by Beam-Hoping (BH), thus deac-
tivating beams that are close together generating high levels of
co-channel interference. Focusing on the frequency flexibility
and the power optimization, the recent works in [17], [18]
propose computationally expensive algorithms targeting unmet
system capacity (or satisfaction-gap) minimization.

In this paper, we consider both carrier and power assignment
to match the requested beam demands while minimizing the
total transmit power and the total utilized bandwidth. The
objective behind this design approach is to determine the
minimum satellite resources required to satisfy the demand.
Note that the final assignment will intentionally push for high
frequency reuse as far as the generated interference is not pre-
venting the offered capacity to achieve the requested demand.
In addition, minimizing the satellite power consumption is a
fundamental aspect, particularly for the upcoming digitally-
controlled payloads with on-board active antenna [19], [20].

To this end, we formulate a novel optimization problem,
which is found to be NP-hard and thus difficult to solve.
Given its non-convex structure, we divide the problem into two978-1-7281-4490-0/20/$31.00 © 2020 IEEE



more tractable sub-problems. We first estimate the number of
adjacent frequency carriers required for each beam to satisfy
its demand and, subsequently, we optimize the power alloca-
tion based on the previously assigned carriers. The proposed
strategy is compared with benchmark allocation techniques via
numerical experiments and the results evidence its efficiency
in adapting to different demand distributions.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the system model. The problem formulation and
the proposed solution are presented in Section III and Section
IV, respectively. Supporting numerical results are provided in
Section V, and Section VI states the conclusion.

Notation: Boldface of upper case and lower case letters
refers to matrices and vectors, respectively. The symbol �
represents the Hadamard element-wise product. The transpose
of a vector and conjugate transpose of a vector represented by
[.]T and [.]H , respectively. Lastly, E[.] and diag(.) represents
the expected value and a diagonal matrix, respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a downlink multibeam GEO satellite system with
N beams and K carriers (K = {1, 2, . . . ,K}) as shown in
the Fig. 1. Each carrier has bandwidth Bsc such that the total
available system bandwidth is equal to Btot = K · Bsc. In
our analysis, we focus on a single super-user per beam, which
is assumed to aggregate the overall beam demand. Since the
offered capacity is dependent on the user location, different
realizations will be considered in the simulation results section
by changing the super-user location. Henceforth, we will use
the term beam and user interchangeably.

The channel vector from the satellite ith beam over the kth
carrier is denoted by hi,k =

[
hi,k[1], hi,k[2], . . . , hi,k[N ]

]T
.

We denote xk =
[
xk[1], xk[2], . . . , xk[N ]

]T
the assignment

vector for carrier k, where xk[i] ∈ {0, 1} with xk[i] = 1
indicating that carrier k is assigned to the ith beam. Similarly,
the transmit power allocation vector for kth carrier is denoted
as pk =

[
pk[1], pk[2], . . . , pk[N ]

]T
, where pk[i] is the trans-

mit power of kth carrier in the ith beam. The information
symbols to be transmitted in the kth carrier are arranged in
sk =

[
sk[1], sk[2], . . . , sk[N ]

]T
. Hence, the received signal at

ith beam from the kth carrier can be expressed as

yk[i] = hTi,k
√

P
[
xk � sk

]
+ nk[i], (1)

where P = diag(pk) and nk[i] denotes the additive white
Gaussian noise at beam i for carrier k. The average power
of the transmitted symbols is assumed normalized to one, i.e.
E[sksHk ] = IN . By reformulating (1), we obtain

yk[i] =
√
pk[i]hi,k[i]xk[i]sk[i]︸ ︷︷ ︸

Desired Signal

+

N∑
j=1,j 6=i

√
pk[j]hi,k[j]xk[j]sk[j]︸ ︷︷ ︸

Interference Signal

+nk[i].
(2)

Fig. 1. Multibeam satellite communication over given carriers.

The channel coefficients hi,k[j] are defined as

hi,k[j] =

√
GRGi[j]

4π diλ
, (3)

where GR is the user terminal antenna gain, Gi[j] denotes the
gain from the jth satellite antenna towards the ith user and di
is the slant range between the satellite and the ith user.

The signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the ith
beam over kth carrier is given by

γi,k(pk, xk) =
gi,k[i]pk[i]xk[i]∑N

j=1,j 6=i gi,k[j]pk[j]xk[j] + σ2
, (4)

where gi,k[j] denotes the channel power gain gi,k[j] =
|hi,k[j]|2 and σ2 is the noise power of nk[i]. Hence, the offered
capacity at beam i assuming carrier k is given by

Ci,k = Bsc log2(1 + γi,k(pk, xk)), (5)

and the overall offered capacity at beam i considering the
aggregation of all available carriers of the system is

Ci =

K∑
k=1

Ci,k. (6)

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Our objective is to satisfy the beam traffic demands making
use of the minimum transmit power and the minimum number
of carriers. Regarding the power constraints, we constraint
the total radiated power to be below Ptotal and the power
per beam to be below Pmax. In other words, the power and
carrier assignment xk,pk, k = 1, . . . ,K, shall be given by the
solution to the following optimization problem,

minimize
xk,pk

N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

xk[i] +

N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

pk[i]

subject to:

R1 :

K∑
k=1

Ci,k ≥ Di,∀i,

R2 :

N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

pk[i] ≤ Ptotal,

(7)



R3 :

K∑
k=1

pk[i] ≤ Pmax,∀i,

R4 : xk[i] ∈ {0, 1},∀i,∀k,
R5 : pk[i] ≤ xk[i]Pmax,∀i,∀k,
R6 : pk[i] ≥ 0,∀i,∀k,

The problem in (7) contains 6 constraints, which are ex-
plained in detail in the following:
• R1 guarantees that the total offered capacity in each beam

satisfies the respective demand Di;
• R2 refers to the overall satellite transmit power, which

should not exceed the total available power Ptotal;
• R3 is the per-beam power constraint, where each beam

should not exceed the maximum power Pmax per beam;
• R4 indicates a binary carrier assignment xk[i];
• R5 guarantees that power is allocated only if the carrier is

assigned, i.e. xk[i] = 1. Note that R5 allow as to re-write
γi,k(pk, xk) as γi,k(pk) =

gi,k[i]pk[i]∑N
j=1,j 6=i gi,k[j]pk[j]+σ

2 .
• R6 ensures that the assigned power is non-negative.

The optimization problem (7) is clearly non-convex because of
R1 and R4. In particular, the non-convexity of R1 arises from
the non-linearity of the SINR γi,k(pk). The non-convexity
of R4 is due to the binary carrier indicator (xk[i]), which
makes (7) a mixed-integer program. Due to the non-convexity
of (7), it is not possible to obtain the optimal solution via
well-known tools of convex optimization, cf. [21]. Hence, in
the following, we propose a high performance sub-optimal
solution with reasonable complexity.

IV. PROPOSED CARRIER AND POWER ALLOCATION

Due to the complexity of the original optimization problem
(7), in this section we propose a sub-optimal approach by
splitting the original problem into two tractable sub-problems.
The first sub-problem addresses the design of the carrier as-
signment variables xk, while the second sub-problem focuses
on the overall consumed power minimization by designing
the variables pk, based on the predefined carrier allocation
obtained in the first step.

A. Step 1: Carrier Assignment

In this section, we first obtain the number of carriers
Ki (1 ≤ Ki ≤ K) required for the ith beam to match the
requested demand. Then we propose a simple algorithm to
map the number of active carriers Ki into the respective
variables xk, while minimizing the overall number of carriers.

Due to the assumed flat fading channel, we can exploit the
similarity of the channel at different carriers of the same ith
beam by expressing hi,k ≈ ĥi. Note that the atmospheric
impairments usually affect the channel across a large signal
spectrum in a similar way, such that the losses within the
considered frequency band (e.g. Btot = 500 MHz) can be
viewed as sufficiently uniform. Hence, it is likely that the
SINR values in all carriers k = 1, . . . ,K of beam i are

similar, such that we can approximate γi,k(pk) by γ̂i(p), and
(6) converts into

Ci =

K∑
k=1

Ci,k =

K∑
k=1

Bsc log2(1 + γi,k(pk))

≈ KiBsc log2(1 + γ̂i(p))

(8)

with γ̂i(p) =
gi[i]p[i]∑N

j=1,j 6=i gi[j]p[j] + σ2
(9)

with p =
[
p[1], p[2], . . . , p[N ]

]T
, and gi[j] = |ĥi[j]|2. Note

that p[i] denotes equal transmit power per carrier in the ith
beam. Hence, for a feasible interpretation of the results, the
values of pk[i] must not exceed xi,kp[i].
Using (8), we formulate a similar problem as in (7) but
replacing the sum of all carrier assignment variables xk[i]
by the number of carriers Ki, i = 1, . . . , N . The resulting
problem is formulated as follows:

minimize
Ki, p

N∑
i=1

Ki +

N∑
i=1

Kip[i]

subject to:
V 1 : KiBsc log2(1 + γ̂i(p)) ≥ Di,∀i,

V 2 :

N∑
i=1

Kip[i] ≤ Ptotal,

V 3 : Kip[i] ≤ Pmax,∀i,
V 4 : Ki ∈ K,∀i,
V 5 : p[i] ≥ 0,∀i,

(10)

Problem (10) is still non-convex because of
• the interference term in γ̂i(p),
• the product of Kip[i] in V 2,
• the integer value of Ki in V 4.

Hence, we propose a method to convexify (10). We start
by approximating the integer constraint V 4 as a continuous
function in the range between 1 and K. Next, we replace p[i]
and Ki with the exponential functions exp (q[i]) and exp (Zi),
respectively. Constraint V 1 can be then reformulated as two
constraints:
V 1.1 : Di exp (−Zi)−Bsc log2(1 + exp (α[i])) ≤ 0,∀i,

V 1.2 : exp (α[i]) ≤ gi[i] exp (q[i])∑N
j=1,j 6=i gi[j] exp (q[j]) + σ2

,∀i,

(11)
where exp (α[i]) is the upper bound of γ̂i(p). By applying
logarithm on V 1.2 constraint, we obtain

V 1.3 : α[i]− q[i]− log (gi[i])

+ log

 N∑
j=1,j 6=i

gi[j] exp (q[j]) + σ2

 ≤ 0,∀i.
(12)

Since the log-sum-exp type of functions are convex (cf. [21]),
(12) is convex. Unfortunately, constraint V 1.1 remains non-
convex. However, we observe that V 1.1 contains a difference



of convex functions. Thus, a typical method (cf. [22]) for
solving a Difference-of-Convex-Functions (DC) Program can
be applied in order to convexify V 1.1. First, we reformulate

V 1.1 : J1 (Zi)− J2 (α[i]) ≤ 0,∀i, (13)

where both J1 (Zi) = Di exp (−Zi) and J2 (α[i]) =
Bsc log2(1 + exp (α[i])) are convex functions. The DC pro-
gramming can be tackled using Successive Convex Approx-
imation (SCA) algorithm by approximating the concave part
[23]. The first order approximation of J2 (α[i]) in (13) is given
by

J̃2 (α[i]) = J2(α[i]
(l)) +∇J2(α[i](l))(α[i]− α[i](l)), (14)

where α[i](l) is the value of α[i] used in the lth iteration of
SCA and

J2(α[i]
(l)) = Bsc log2(1 + exp(α[i](l))), (15)

∇J2(α[i](l)) = Bsc
1

log(2)

(
exp(α[i](l))

1 + exp(α[i](l))

)
. (16)

The overall optimization problem (10) is reformulated as

minimize
Zi,q

N∑
i=1

exp (Zi) +

N∑
i=1

exp (q[i] + Zi)

subject to:

V 1.1′ : J1 (Zi)− J̃2 (α[i]) ≤ 0,∀i,
V 1.3,

V 2 :

N∑
i=1

exp (q[i] + Zi) ≤ Ptotal,

V 3 : exp (q[i] + Zi) ≤ Pmax,∀i,
V 4′ : 1 ≤ exp (Zi) ≤ K,∀i,
V 5 : exp (q[i]) ≥ 0,∀i,

(17)

Both V 4′ and V 1.1′ are the continuous value approximation
of V 4 and the first order approximation of V 1.1, respectively.
This problem is now convex and can be solved optimally. The
iterative process to obtain the number of carriers required for
each beam to match the traffic demand is detailed in Alg. 1.

Algorithm 1: Optimization of the number of carriers

Input: feasible point α[i](0);
l← 0;
repeat

l← l + 1;
Solve (17) to obtain α[i](l) ;

until
∣∣∑

i

(
exp(α[i](l))− exp(α[i](l−1)

)
)
∣∣ ≤ 10−4;

Output: p[i] = exp (q[i]),∀i ;
Output: quantized Ki = exp (Zi) (denoted as K̃i), ∀i;

We start with a feasible point of α[i](0) = log(γi(p)). By
solving (17) we obtain a new point α[i](l+1). The algorithm
terminates when the absolute sum of the difference between

exp(α[i](l)) and exp(α[i](l−1)) becomes very small (10−4 in
this work), which indicates the convergence of the algorithm.

Note that the solution Ki = exp(Zi) of (17) in each
iteration may have decimal values. Since Ki should be an
integer number of carriers, in the last step of Alg. 1, we
quantize Ki via K̃i = dKi − 0.1e, where d·e is the ceiling
operator, which provides the smallest integer larger than
its argument. The quantization of Ki needs to be carefully
chosen in order to maximize the system performance. In our
investigation, we observed that the best results are obtained
with the quantization strategy mentioned above.

In the following, we employ the optimized number of
carriers K̃i in order to obtain the carrier assignments xi,k. All
values of xi,k are initially set to zero. We fill the carrier as-
signments into vector xk by setting xi,k = 1, k = 1, 2, . . . , K̃i.
Note that we intentionally packed contiguous carriers for
each of the beam, since this is known to ease the hardware
implementation by assuming a single wider carrier instead of
multiple separated narrow carriers [24]. The described carrier
assignment procedure is also depicted in Alg. 2.

Algorithm 2: Carrier Assignment

Input: K̃i;
xi,k ← 0,∀i,∀k;
i← 1;
while i ≤ N do

xi,k ← 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ K̃i;
i← i+ 1;

Output: xi,k,∀i,∀k;

B. Step 2: Power Optimization for Active Carriers

After having optimized the carrier assignment (xk) and
obtained an upper-bound on the power per carrier in each
beam (p[i]), in this section we focus on the optimization of
the transmit power per beam. The optimization problem is
formulated as follows

minimize
pk

N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

pk[i]

subject to:

R1 : Di −
K∑
k=1

Bsc log2(1 + γi,k(pk)) ≤ 0,∀i,

R2 :

N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

pk[i] ≤ Ptotal,

R3 :

K∑
k=1

pk[i] ≤ Pmax,∀i,

R6 : pk[i] ≥ 0,∀i,∀k,
R7 : pk[i] ≤ xk[i]p[i],∀i,∀k,

(18)
The optimization problem (18) is non-convex because of
constraint R1. However, similar to (13), this constraint can



be reformulated in terms of DC programming. Furthermore,
we express R1 as an exponential function exp (βk[i]), which
is upper bounded by γi,k(pk):

R1.1 : Di −
K∑
k=1

Bsc log2(1 + exp (βk[i])) ≤ 0,∀i,

R1.2 : exp (βk[i]) ≤ γi,k(pk),∀i,∀k,
(19)

Both R1.1 and R1.2 in (19) are non-convex. In order to
convexify R1.2 we replace the power pk[i] by exp (qk[i]).
Hence, it is possible to apply logarithm on both sides of the
equation and obtain

R1.3 : βk[i]− qk[i]− log (gi,k[i])

+ log

 N∑
j=1,j 6=i

gi,k[j] exp (qk[j]) + σ2

 ≤ 0,∀i,∀k,
(20)

In the following, we denote β =
[
β1[i], β2[i], . . . , βK [i]

]T
.

The constraint R1.1 contains a difference of convex functions.
Thus, by approximating its concave part we obtain

R1.4 : Di − Q̃ (β) ≤ 0,∀i, (21)

where Q̃ (β) is the first-order approximation of Q(β):

Q̃ (β) = Q(β(l)) +∇Q(β(l))(β − β(l)), (22)

Q(β(l)) =

K∑
m=1

Bsc log2(1 + exp(βm[i](l))), (23)

∇Q(β(l)) =
1

log(2)


exp(β1[i]

(l))
1+exp(β1[i](l))

...
exp(βK [i](l))

1+exp(βK [i](l))


T

. (24)

Since the approximation of Q(β) is repeated iteratively by the
SCA algorithm, we denote β(l) the value of β in lth iteration.
After these modifications, the second sub-problem can be
formulated as:

minimize
pk

N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

pk[i]

subject to: R1.3, R1.4, R2, R3, R6, R7

(25)

This problem is convex and we obtain a solution using an
iterative based on SCA, which is shown in Alg. 3. Similar
to Alg. 1, we initialize the variables based on a feasible
point corresponding to exp (βk[i]

(0)) = γi,k(pk) and set the
iteration counter to l = 0. Then, (25) is solved, which leads
to a new value βk[i]

(l+1). The algorithm terminates when
the absolute sum of the difference between exp(βk[i]

(l)) and
exp(βk[i]

(l−1)) is below 10−4, which indicates the conver-
gence of this algorithm.

Algorithm 3: Power allocation

Input: feasible point βk[i](0) ;
l← 0;
repeat

l← l + 1;
Solve (25) to obtain βk[i](l) ;

until
|
∑
i

∑
k

(
exp(βk[i]

(l))− exp(βk[i]
(l−1))

)
| ≤ 10−4;

Output: pk[i],∀i,∀k

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed

carrier and power allocation (CPA) method through simu-
lations. Table I summarizes the key simulation parameters.
The results shown in this section have been obtained from
M = 176 realizations. In each realization, the locations of
the super-user terminals have been selected randomly from a
uniform distribution within the considered beam coverage. An
example of super-user distribution is depicted in Fig. 2.

TABLE I
SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
Satellite Orbit 13◦E

Number of beams (N) 7
Number of carrier (K) 4

System Bandwidth (Btot) 500 MHZ
Sub-carrier bandwidth (BSC) 125 MHz

Noise power (σ2) -123 dBW
Max. beam gain (Gi[j]) 51.8 dBi
User antenna gain (GR) 39.8 dBi

Total Power of the system (Ptotal) 500W
Maximum power for each beam (Pmax) 100W
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Fig. 2. N = 7 beam scenario with an example of super-user distribution

For comparison, we consider the following benchmark
schemes:

1) Scheme 1: Single polarization four color reuse scheme
with uniform power allocation across the beams ps1[i] =
Ptotal/N .

2) Scheme 2: Single polarization four color reuse scheme
with demand based non-uniform power allocation across
the beams:

ps2[i] =

(
2

Di
Bsc − 1

)
σ2

gi[i]
. (26)



Note: proper scaling of ps2[i] is required to satisfy (R2)
and (R3).

3) Scheme 3: Single polarization four color reuse factor
with demand based uniform power allocation across the
beams ps3[i] = maxi(ps2[i]). Note: proper scaling of
ps3[i] is required to satisfy (R2) and (R3).

The performance is evaluated with respect to:
1) Average satisfaction index (ASI)

ASI =
1

NM

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

SIi[m], (27)

where M is the number of channel realizations and
SIi[m] is the satisfaction index of ith beam in mth
realization given by SIi[m] = min(

∑K
k=1 Ci,k[m]

Di
, 1).

2) Average used power (AUP)
• For the proposed method:

AUP =
1

M

M∑
m=1

N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

pk[i]. (28)

• For the three benchmark schemes (single carrier per
beam) with ps[i] ∈ {ps1[i], ps2[i], ps3[i]}:

AUP =
1

M

M∑
m=1

N∑
i=1

ps[i]. (29)

A. Uniform per-Beam Demand

We assume that all beams have the same demand Di = D,
∀i, and we vary the value of D between 100 and 1000
Mbps. Fig. 3 shows the ASI of users for CPA and benchmark
schemes. We observe, that the performance of all schemes
degrades with increasing demand. This degradation results in
general from the fact that for some channel realizations it is
physically impossible to satisfy the demand even by increasing
the transmit power due to the interference between the beams.
Correspondingly, with increasing demand, we obtain more
and more realizations, for which the formulated optimization
problem is infeasible. In such cases, in order to obtain a
solution, we reduce the imposed demand until the optimization
problem becomes feasible. Accordingly, the offered capacity
relative to the true demand, i.e. ASI, decreases, which can be
observed in Fig. 3 starting from 700 Mbps. Nevertheless, the
proposed CPA method outperforms all benchmark schemes,
such that we obtain an improvement in demand matching
starting from 600 Mbps.

Interestingly, the proposed method not only shows a better
demand matching compared to benchmark schemes, but also
requires less overall transmit power. Fig. 4 shows the results
for the AUP. All three benchmark schemes converge to the
same AUP, which is related to the total power Ptotal. In
contrast, the proposed method converges to a different AUP,
which is ≈ 7 dB less than for the benchmark schemes.
Correspondingly, we observe a performance gain in terms of
AUP, especially for high demand. For low demand, i.e. below
200 Mbps, the benchmark scheme 2 seems to require less
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Fig. 3. ASI comparison of CPA and benchmark schemes for different demand
of users

transmit power than the proposed method (by at most 1 dB).
However, this is compensated by a better satisfaction index
with the proposed method.
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Fig. 4. AUP comparison of CPA and benchmark schemes for different demand
of users

Next, we would like to investigate the number of carriers
allocated per-beam depending on the demand D. The average
number of carriers over M realizations is shown in Table II.
In particular, Table II provides the percentage of beams that
are allocated either 1, 2, 3 or all 4 carriers. We observe the
dependency of the number of allocated carriers on the traffic
demand. When D = 100 Mbps, only Ki = 1 carrier is used
in 99.43% of cases, whereas Ki = 2 carriers are utilized
in 0.57% of cases. As the demand increases, the algorithm
assigns more and more carriers to satisfy the requested demand
until it reaches the full-frequency reuse, where all carriers are
used in all beams.

B. Non-Uniform per-Beam Demand

In this section, we compare the proposed scheme with the
benchmark schemes for single channel realization when the
per-beam demand is non-uniform. Fig. 5 shows the per-beam
demand matching results, where it can be observed that the
proposed method satisfies the user demand while benchmark
schemes fail. In particular, the offered capacity of scheme 1
is less than the demand in beams 2 and 3. With scheme 2,
the capacity is less than the demand in beams 2, 3, 5 and 6.
Scheme 3 fails in beams 2, 3 and 6.



TABLE II
NUMBER OF CARRIERS VERSUS DEMAND (IN PERCENT)

Mbps Carriers(Ki)
1 2 3 4

100 99.43 0.57 0 0
150 11.93 88.07 0 0
200 0 90.9 9.1 0
250 0 32.95 66.48 0.57
300 0 9.66 78.4 11.94
350 0 0.57 45.45 53.98
400 0 0 17.6 82.4
450 0 0 7.95 92.05
500 0 0 0.57 99.43
550 0 0 0 100
600 0 0 0 100
650 0 0 0 100
700 0 0 0 100
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Fig. 5. Offered capacity comparison of CPA and benchmark schemes to match
demand per beam

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a novel method of carrier
and power assignment for flexible broadband GEO SatCom
systems in order to match the requested demand while using
the minimum total power and the minimum number of carriers
of the system. Since the respective optimization problem is
non-convex in general, we split the problem in multiple sub-
problems and solved them iteratively. The proposed scheme
shows a better performance compared to the benchmark
schemes in terms of both average per-beam demand matching
and average consumed power.
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